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If you've ever felt dazed and confused about the 
future, then you have certainly found the right 
person. Anne is both a tornado that can lift you 
up and broaden your horizon as well as the 
calm eye of the hurricane, that brings peace to 
mind and nurtures the ability to zoom in on your 
preferred future.
Anne works wi th rad ica l change and 
transformation of mindset. She is in high 
demand as a lecturer and provocateur all over 
the world, but her heart lies with the people who 
“can & will”: those who are passionate about 
what they do, and believe that dedicated work 
will make all the difference. Anne is partner at 
Future Navigator where the vision is to win the 
Nobel Peace Prize by transforming journalism, 
politics and education. Anne is the mother of 4 
wild boys and married to the love of her life. She 
was born in Denmark in 1971, is a graduate in 
biology and political science and has a 
penchant for science fiction movies, deep 
conversations with visionary leaders, and 
champagne. Favorite quote at the moment: 
"smart has plans, stupid has stories".

• Anne is in the world's elite at:
• Visionary Leadership: predict the future and transform it to a 

vision that causes others to say "wooohoo".
• Training of skills we currently do not have, but cannot do 

without (what will your future organisation be happy that the 
present organization invested in?)

• How to reprogram your brain - create a new mindset
• Ethics and principles: Things that last forever (Always do the 

right thing)
• Journalism and media, local vs. global
• Education and work (lifelong training)
• Street smart IT; monitoring, Big Data, predictive analysis, 

meaning mining and all that jazz
• Communication, visualization and dissemination of complex 

matters in a way that makes people go “aaaah, now I see”. 

Favourite projects: 
Constructive journalism - DR News 
Growth + Soul - Sticks n Sushi
Secret stuff - IKEA
Keynotes - Gartner
Save world - the Organic Company
Rock the boat - Kaospilots 
Train hard, fight easy - The Financial 
Service Union
Online training - Fellow futurists
Future of the school system - Teachers
Access to mindset: Family & friends

Anne Skare Nielsen - asn@futurenavigator.dk - (+45) 6179 9002
Soho, Flaesketorvet 68, DK 1711 
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